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Abstract
This paper addresses to definability (or, more precisely, relative functional completeness) in partial logic with respect to conditions on the set of
truth functions. Well-known conditions in this area are monotonicity and
claasical closure. Some isolated definability results are known, whereas other
plausible questions have not been answered yet. The aim of this paper is
simply to fill in some of these gaps.
To this purpose we first present a general framework and the key notions
of a closed class and definability w.r.t. a closed class. This machinery can be
used to show that all is not gold that glitters: distributivity, though attractive since it defines extensions of the standard connectives, is not definable.
Next the relevant connectives and conditions are discussed. Some `new'
conditions are proposed or formalized (such as genernl cloaune, preseruation
of dualization, freedom) and one new operator is introduced: dual negation
(8), which is the dual of standard negation. This leads to a number of new
definability results for the 3- and the 4-valued case.
The paper also contains a first discussion of the relative strength of the
different conditions, by comparison of the number of functions of certain
arity single out by a given set of conditions. E.g., it is shown that the number
of n-ary monotone quadrivalent functions is the square of the number of
increasing generalized quantifiers over a domain of 2n individuals.
The appendix treats the (to our knowledge) new subject of Sheffer functions for closed classes. Perhaps most surprising here are some negative
results: the existence of closed classes which can not be defined by a single
connective.
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1

Introduction to de8nability and partial logic

This paperl ie addresaed to queationa of definability in partial logic in re-

lation to conditiona on the aet of truth functiona. Some isolated resulta
are known in thia area, whereaa other plauaible queationa have not been
anawered ao far. The aim of this paper ia aimply to fill in some of theae
gapa.
In clasaical propoaitional logic one easily obtaina so-called functional
completeneas for the uaual aet of connectivea (or a proper aubaet such as
{~, ~, }): every bivalent truth-function can be expresaed in a logical formula (uaing only ~, ~ and propositional variablea).
Theorem 1 The bivalent truth ftcnctiona are definable by ~ and ~.
Prooti Let f: 2~ --~ 2 be s claaaical n-place truth function (2 -{0,1}). The behaviour
of f on i E 2~ ia de~cribed by a conjunction of literala: in case f(z) - 1 the literal ia p; if
x; - 1 and ~p; if z; - 0; in case f ( i) - 0 both literala p; snd ~p; occur in the conjunction.
Then the chsrscteristic formula Xt is the disjunetion of the conjunctive aubformulae for
all poaaible argumenta í~. So formslly:
if z; - 1 and f( i) - 1
if x; - 0 and f(i) - 1
~P:
P: n ~P: if f(~)-0
i~x
e ntsi Xa,.
Pi

X sd
Xt

-

V

It should now be obvioua thst the truth table of Xt coincides with f (i.e. [Xt]~ - f(i)
for the valuation [.]d that aasigns z; to p;).
Finslly diejunction can be eliminated by the equivslence of ~p V~ and ~(~~p I~ ~16).

a

For partial logic~, where at least the value s(`undefined') is added to the
clasaical truth valuea 1(`true') and 0(`falae'), this expresaibility result no
longer holda: three-valued functiona (from 3n to 3-{0, z, l}) 3 can not in
general be deacribed by the atock of clasaical connectives, e.g. the conatant
1 A twin paper, [Thijs~e90b], concerna validity and deduction in partial ( modal) logic.
~For propoaitional languagea, coherent partial and 3-valued aemantics can be identified;
likewiae for general modela snd 4-valued ones.
~So apart from the ordinary ordinal number 3 the same symbol may refer to a set of
truth valuea. Alao, 2 may indicate a eet of truth values as in the proof of theorem 1, or
a truth vslue itaelf; the latter `2' is the algebraic counterpart of the set (of underlying
truth vsluea) {0,1}, the former of the set {{0}, {1}}. Likewise the truth value has a settheoretical counterpart {1}, etcetera. Though thia may seem pretty confusing, presumably
all of ambiguities will be reaolved by the context.
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functions are not definable this way. The same holds, of course, for the
four-valued case which contains the extra truth value 2(`overdefined').
One possible reaction to the obtained incompleteness is to add new connectives that restore functional completeness. This can be done in many
ways ( see [Rosenberg77]) and although extensionally equivalent to other
complete systems we favour one particular system ( cf. the beginnings of
sections 3 and 4) that seems to be perfectly equipped for a simple logic of
questions and aswers.4
Another possible reaction to the earlier incompleteness is just to accept it
as a consequence of allowing truth value gaps and overlaps, and to search for
general constraints that single out classes of functions which can be defined
by some set of connectives. It is this part of the game we are concentrating
on in the present paper.
The origination of suitable conditions starts by reconsidering the way in
which the bivalent truth tables for the classical connectives are extended to
their ( strong Kleene) 3- and 4-valued counterparts. One condition emerging
in this way is the property of distrióutivity. The effect of this condition can
be illustrated on the interpretation of conjunction - a formal treatment can
be found in the next section. We start with the classical truth table of n:
n

i

o

io
00
How does this truth table extend to the 3-valued case? Of course this
depends on the informal interpretation of Z. If á is taken to mean `not
yet determined', or more precisely `open to be determined either way', than
it is natural to combine 2 in columns and rows headed by 1 and 0 in the
following way:
. if the row or column is 1(or 0) everywhere, let it be 1(or 0, resp.) in
the extension;
. if the row or column contains both 1 and 0, let it be á.
This leads to the partially specified table

n

1

0

1

1
0

0
0

0

1

~
' We postpone this application to an other occaeion, concentrating on the technical
aspecte in the present paper.
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The strategy (with the second clause replaced by the condition that the old
values are different) leads to the full 3-valued table

n

1 0 '-

1
0

1
0

0 ~z
0 0
0 z

z II -0

Notice that, somewhat more technically, if 1, 0 and á are replaced by
their underlying truth value aeta {1}, {0} and 0, then Z corresponds to the
intersection of 1 and 0, and the adopted atrategy boils down to intersection
of known values in a row or column. This amounts to distributivity of
conjunction with respect to intersection. Analogously, the truth value 2,
informally meaning `overdetermined', can be recasted as {1, 0}, which is the
union of 1 and 0. So for the values combining with 2 we take the union.
This leada to the following sequence of tables
n~~l

0

;~2

1
0
i
z
2

0
0
0

s
0
i
s
0

1
0
i
z
2

0

n i o
1
0
i
z
2

1

0

0
1
s

0
p

2

0

2
0
0

i ~~
iz 2
0 0
~ 0
z

0 12

By distributivity with respect to `intersection' and `union' the 3- and
4-valued truth tables for the usual connectives can be derived. Since the
3-valued tables are contained in their 4-valued counterparts, we display only
the latter.
1

0

;

2

H

~

4

The question whether distributivity is a proper condition will be studied
in the next section. These (so-called extended strnng Kleene or `Kleenex')
truth tables will be used throughout the whole paper: they express the
standard interpretations for the standard connectives.
Definability questions appear in essentially two related forms:
. Given some set of connectives, which semantic constraints characterize
them (in the sense of defining the functions satisfying the constraint)?
. Given some set of semantic constraints, which bunch of connectives
can be used to define precisely the functions fulfilling this constraint?
Both forms will be adopted in this paper. So, after presenting some
technical preliminaries such as a definition of the notion of a closed class of
truth functions in section 2, we shall discuss definability matters both from
the perspective of natural conditions and from that of intuitively plausible
connectives.

First we deal with the 3-valued case (section 3), after that with the 4valued case (section 4). Generally speaking definability turns out to be more
complicated for closed classes of quadrivalent functions than for trivalent
functions, despite the alleged technical advantages of the four-valued case.
In fact not much is known yet about expressibility in 4-valued logic.
After stating and proving several old and new definability results we
turn to another type of question which has apparently hardly been studied
so far: what is the (relative and absolute) force of the conditions? More
specifically, how many functions of certain arity are allowed by a combination of conditions? (cf. section 5) Finally, we summarize our results, give
references and compare our conclusions to existing literature.
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Technical prolegomenon

The search for proper conditions is constrained by the fact that, in order to
be definable, classes of functions need to reflect some basic properties of the
syntax and semantics of propositional logic.
- the
. Well-formed formulas can reoccur in more complex formulas
notion of WFF is recursive.

. The propositional atoma (or variablea) can occur in any order within
a fornaula, may or may not be used, and may occur twice.
After interpretation these facts have corresponding semantic properties,
Let
and these counterparts will constrain the class of truth function classes.
of
n-ary
will
be
the
set
us assume there are k possible truth values; kkn
k-valued truth functions. x is short for (xl, ..., xn) (with x; E k).
Deflnition 1 (projection)

if for all
For any i- 1, . .., n the function ~; : kn --~ k is a projection
x E kn: 7ri(x) - xi.

Deflnition 2 (generalized composition)
If f E k~`~` and g~, ..., g,n E kk" then f oglgs ... g,,, E kk" is the generalized
composition of f and gl, ..., g,n which is defined by f o gl ... g,,,(x) Í(91(x), ..., g,n(x)) for aIl x E kn.
Deflnition 3 (function space)
~k, the function space for the k-valued case, denotea ~J„~o kkn .
Deflnition 4 (cloaed class)
C C~k is a closed class i,~`' for each n~ 0 it contains the projections
~1, ...,~n E kk" and is cloaed under generalized composition.
(for later purposes we alao define C~n~ - C f1 kk")
We usually name a class by the conditions that characterize it. Now it
may seem that the extended notion of composition is not yet capable of describing the type of arbitrary composition which is needed for closed classes
of truth functions. For example the complex function given by ( x, y, z) ~--~
f(g(y, z), h(x), i(z, x)) combines functions of arity 3,2,1 and 2 respectively.
However, we can describe this mapping by f o(g o~2~3)(h o~1)(i o~3~1)
which belongs to kk' by recursive uae of the definition of composition. This
6

function may correspond to a logical formula such as (qnr)V ~pV ( r -~ p) the correspondence may become especially clear when using the `Cambridge
Polish' notation: (V(~qr)(~p)(-~ rp)).
Here are some simple, yet useful facts about closed classes:
Proposition 1

~ Superposition of conditions corresponding to closed classes corresponds to
the intersection of these classes.
~ The intersection of closed classes is a closed class.
~ Every closed class contains functions of arbitrary arity n~ 0, viz. the n
projections.
From the above definitions it also follows that there are two trivial closed
classes for k truth values:
1. the whole function space ~k;
2. the set of all projections; for it is easy to see that a composition of
projections is a projection again.

These two trivial classes are the simplest illustrations - they are the
top and bottom element in a lattice of closed classes, ordered by ordinary
set inclusion. The interesting cases are somewhere in between; in the sequel
we will go and find them. Sefore we do so we notice that because of the
remarks above we can very easily give examples of classes which are not
closed:
Propoaition 2

~ A class of functions of fixed arity is not closed.
~ The complement of a closed class is not closed. 6
For convenience we also supply a general definition of definability:
Deflnition 5 (deflnability)
C C ~k is definable by a set of connectives C i,~`' (i) for each f E C fl kk" there
is a ~p that contains only symbols from C and at most n atoms pl ,..., pn
such that Qcp~z - f(i) for all x; E kn, where Qp;Dx - x;; and (ii) moreover
for all ~p expressíble by C the functions f: x" H Q~p~~ belong to C.
óNor does union preserve closure of clasaes; this stronger fact can be proved by means
of results in this paper: ~ tip n~ is neither classically closed nor íree though its defining
operators are either way.
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The vague ideas mentioned in the beginning of this section can now be
formalized by the following proposition:
Propoeition 3 C C~k ia definable by some C i,~C is a closed class; moreover, C is definable by a flnite C i,~i C is the cloaure under compositions of
the prnjections and a flnite set of other functions.
In the rest of thia section we give a non-trivial illustration of the notions
introduced by reconsidering distributivity.

The mystery of distributivity
With the notion of distributivity something pretty weird is going on. Let
us first give a more abstract and general definition of this concept, which
was introduced in the first section. To this purpose we formally present
the operations on truth values corresponding to the intersection and union
of underlying truth value sets. The meet ( n) and join ( U) operations are
the greatest lower bound and the lowest upper bound in the lattice (4, n, U)
(where 4 - {0, á, l, 2}), displayed here in the usual, so-called Hasse diagram.g
2

z
In the binary case this can be elaborated into the following equations:

ono-on2-2no-o
On1-1n0-0n1-1n0-1n1-'-ni-2n1-1n2-1n1-1
z
z
a
z
z
a
a
a- a
ini-1n2-2ni-1
2n2-2
1 U á - á
~U0-0UZ-0U0-0

Ou1-1U0-0U2-2U0-1u2-2U1-2u2 - Z u2-2u2-2
Zui-1u?-1u1-1
óAlternatively, this lattice may be considered to be the graph of the special partial
order (4, C) (the ao-called approximation relation) which reflects the C-relation on the
binary truth value sets underlying 0, ~, 1 and 2. Therefore this structure is called the
approximation lattice.
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These operations can be generalized to vectors (by pointwise definition) and
(finite) sets (notation ~,J and fl ) as usual. Then distributivity can get its
formal description:
DISTR f is distributive w.r.t. U iff f (~J X) - ~J f[Xl x.-. x Xn],
where X C 4n and Xt - ~;[X]. Equivalently, f distributes over U if
f(~j~ x~ ) - ~J{ f(y~ ~`di~j: y; - x~ }. The definition of distributivity w.r.t.
fl is completely analogous.
One simple case is that in which X contains only two members which
coincide except for one co-ordinate, then e.g. for a binary function f:
f(x, y U x) - f(x, y) U f(x, z);

in fact distributivity can be defined from this restricted form by iteration.
Another easy case is when f is a unary function; then the criterion simplifies
to f (~J X) - ~J f[X ]. In fact one may wonder whether this transparant
equation can replace the one in the above definition, for n-ary functions.
But there are counter-examples to this idea - e.g. let f be the interpretation
of n, then
f((1,0)U(0,1))- f(2,2)-2
f(1,0)u f(0,1)-0u0-0.
Therefore the simplified equation is in general incorrect.7
Now what are the connectives defining distributivity, if any?. As noticed
in the introductory section the usual connectives are distributive w.r.t. I-1
(and U for the 4-valued case). Then the expresaibility result suggested by
this is:
Conjecture 1
The distributive functions can be defined usíng only ~ and n.
However, this conjecture is wrong - in fact it fails in both directions:
. the diatributive function f: x H 1 is not definable in terms of standard
connectives and propositional variables (for motivation see theorems 6
and 15).
rStill it ie thia equation that ia propoaed by [Belnap77]. Yet Belnap reyuires ~ï to
be directed, i.e. confluent in the right direction; for LI the requirement is that for any
x, y E X there is a z E X auch that x C z and y C z. Referring to Scott he calls the
property of distributivity for directed seta continuity, which is equivalent to the notion of
monotonicity that will be diacuased in the next sections.

9

is definable (by
~ the function f with f(1) - f(0) - 0 and f( z)- á
p ~~p) but not distributive: f(1 n 0) - z~ 0- f(1) n f(0)
problem:
Moreover, the latter counter-example points at an insurmountable
definable.
Theorem 2 The claaa of diatributive functiona is not
nor for 4-valued funcI.e. neither 3-valued functions distributive w.r.t. n
whether being an
tions w.r.t. ~ or U are definable by any set of connectives,
simple reason
one.
The
eatensions of the standard stock, or an incompatable
definable, and so would
is that if it were, the usual connectives would be
correspond to a
their compositions. In other words, distributivity does not
Only an
above
theorem.
closed class. This implies, using proposition 3 the
well-formed forartificial constraint on the language which limits the set of
multiple
prohibit
option
is
to
mulas might help to restore definability - one
it would force us to
use of the same atom. Still this line is uninviting, since
distributive,
leave the safe notion of a closed clasa: though projections are
above.
compositiona do not preserve distributivity, as was showed
eatended
In conclusion, distributivity is a powerful tool for producing
condition
on truth
proper
truth tables, but, though appealing, it ia not a
more
functions in general. In the following sections we shall come across
suitable conditions charaterizing closed classes of truth functions.
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3

Complete characterization of some classes of
three-valued functions

A functionally complete system was already given in [Post21] for ~k in
general.s
Yet, in agreement with what follows here, we want to pay attention to
particular systems for ~3 and ~4 which we believe to be more intuitive than
the one featuring in Post's general result. Concentrating on the 3-valued
case first, our favourite system uses the constant ~t with interpretation 2, n
with strong Kleene interpretation, and two negations, a standard one (~)
and one (N) proposed in [Langholm88] having the truth tables:

N

1
0

0
1

2
1

By a direct proof, a reduction to another system known to be complete,
or an application of the Slupecki completeness criterion9, it can readily be
shown that
Theorem 3
Every trivalent truth function can 6e described using {~, ~, ~, N}.lo
Notice moreover that the system presented in this theorem is independent
(non-redundant): every connective it contains is necessary. So, a fortiori,
the system {~, n} is incomplete.

As was indicated before the somewhat isolated and seemingly dead branch
of mathematical logic involved in matters of definability was revived as soon
as one got interested in subclasses of the entire function space, and, correspondingly, certain conditions on admissible operators.
One of the first logically relevant results in this direction concerns Belnap's notion of m.onotonicity (or, persistence):

e For the initial part of the natural numbers {o, 1, ... , k- 1} with usuel ordering
and addition defined on it, Post's system coneists of the genernlized conjunction I`a and
cyclical negation -~w which are semantically characterised by: x n,~ y- min{x, g} and
~kx - x -~ 1(mod k).
oThe criterion given by Slupecki says that a subset of functions is complete for the
entire funetion space iff it containa all the unary functions and at least one surjection
which is not equivalent to a unary function ( where f is equivalent to unary g means there
is an i such that for all x E kn: f(i) - g(x;)).
loThe theorem in [Langholm88, p.29] amounts to the same, despite its very different
appearance. His language 1ti,. also uses the symbols ~, v and T; of course v and n are
interdefinable modulo ~, and T is even redundant: QT] - Qti.r].
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MON f is monotonic iff for all i, y: x C y' ~ f(x) C f(y~,
where f : 3n --~ 3, 3-{0, á, l}, i C y means that x; C y; for every
i- 1, ..., n, and C is the approximation relation which is the partial order
such that á C 0, Z C 1. The simple approximation semi-lattice (3, C) this
gives rise to is depicted below:

0

1
`

~

i
á
Notice that this semi-lattice is closed with respect to the meet operation fl,
but not with respect to join U.
By adding some connectives to the `classical ones' (~ and ~), e.g. the
constants T (verum, interpreted as 1) and ~(undefined) we arrive at what
is presumably the first definability result of this sort:
Theorem 4 (Fine~Blameyll)
Every monotonic trivalent truth function can be described by a formula
using only atoms and connectives in {~, n, T, ~} (and vice versala)
Proofi s simple vereion of the proof runs ae follows. First define V, 1 and ~oc by:

~v ~ ~ - ~(,w ~ ~~6)
1-~T

w~~b-(~~~)~(~0~~6)~(~6~~)

- f p;
Then for s given f : 3n -~ 3 define ~p~,; - Sl ~ps

ifx;-1
i{ x; - 0
If f- 1, let ~p~ - T and if f- 0, let ~p~ - 1; otherwise

'

~, - va:n ~~.~ ~ , ~g ~; ~~.; ,
~~é~-1

ei~ j

i ~aÍ-~

e'~ 7

condition, and
where v is the finite disjunction running over all i fulfilling the displayed
n similarly the finite conjunction over all í such that x; ~~.
defiNotice that this proof uses s partial (!) definition of rpa,;; we can turn it into a full
a
nition by sdding ~pa,; - T if x; -~.rs
11Thia result ia usually attributed to Blamey, but can already be found in [Fine75, p.288]
(who uses the phrase `stability' inatead of monotonicity). The proof is Blamey's, though.
17For this and all following theorems obvious converses hold; both their statement and
their proof are left out.
1JCf. [Blamey8ó, p.36,37] Blamey's actual variant is atill a bit more complicated since
he wants to eliminate the conditiona restricting the finite conjunction and disjunction; this
demands two auxiliary functions, say ~pg,; and ~pá;.
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The theorem above is a natural answer to the question which set of
connectives defines monotonicity, a notion that can be independently motivated, cf. [Blamey8ó]. This point of view takes the condition(s) as point of
departure and asks for a proper set of connectives. Of course we can also
start from a set of connectives and look for the conditions which characterize
them.
An evident question of the latter type concerns the characterizing constraints for the classical connectives (i.e. those definable by e.g. ~ and n).
From theorem 4 it follows that MON must be one of constraints, but also
that there must be others eliminating T and ~r, and our task is finding
them. An important move into this direction was performed independently
by Visser and Van Benthem (among others) who propose the obvious condition of classical closure:
CCLOS f is classically closed iff f[2n] C 2, where 2-{0,1}.
This condition excludes ~t: for n- 0 the only `nilary' functions are those
corresponding to T and 1, since 20 - 30 -{0}. Now superposition of MON
and CCLOS leads to the following theorem:
Theorem 5 (Van Benthem~Langholm)
Every classically closed monotonic trivalent truth , ~unction can be described
by a formula using {~, ~, T}.
Proofs the conatruction employed in [van Benthem88] ia eaeentially the followingl~ . Let
f: 3" --~ 3 be a closed monotonic function. The characterising formula tpt takea the
form
i-n

~l - v n ~d,it
d i~l

where V ia the finite diajunction with i running over 3n and n likewiae the finite conjunction. The contributiona ~pa,; are defined by:
a if f( i) - 1 then ~p~,; -

a if f(z") -~ then y~a,;

p;
~p;
T

ifx;-1
if x; - 0
if x; - ~

- ( p;
11l ~p;
p; n ~p;

ifz;-1
if x; - 0
if x; - i~

a if f(i) - 0 then ~pg,; - 1-~T
1~[van BenthemBB] gives a partial definition where we give a full one, in order to diversify
the presentation. The atructure of TOre Langholm's proof is more complex.
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Thea a rather tedious argument ahowa indeed that for the valuatioa [.]r that astigna x;
to P;: I~1~a - Í(x).

The final step towarda the characterization of classical connectives invokes a constraint proposed in [Thijsse90a] which ezcludes T and those functions definable by it, such as 1-~T and p ~~T. The following condition
is dubbed freedom since when a function does not satisfy the requirement
the whole function is determined, modulo monotonicity.
ti

FREE f is called free iff f( á)- á.
nX
~~~

1
1
The effect of freed om is that , modulo monotonicit Y,
where z-(2,..., 2).
it eliminates virtually two functions, viz. for each arity n the constant functions: ln : z H 1 and 0„ : x H 0. In the spirit of information and partiality
this again is a very natural condition indeed. The premeditated definability
result is now embodied by:
Theorem 6
Every free classically closed monotonic trivalent truth function can be described using {~, n}.
Proof: an sdsption of the proof for the previona theorem sufficea.
First notice thst all the (clasaical) connectives with etsndard interpretationa are free:
a(clsasical) truth value ia only obtained when at least one of atoma haa a claasical truth
value.
Second, by fnedorn there ie at lesat one z" with f(z) ~ 0, via. i- ~; therefore, all
diajuncta for i auch that f(i) - 0 can be omitted by logical equivalence from ~P1, without
making the formula empty.
Third, cor~juncts of the form T can also be left out; the only case where auch an
deletion would be troublesome ia where all x; are ~ and f(i) - 1- but again thia csae is
excluded because of the fact thst f ie free. In all, a partia! definition of ~pa,; worke where
the last item snd the third caae of the firat item in the earlier definition are left out.
So, e.g. the function deacribed by the matrix
1

1

0

1
i
s
0
ia characterised by the formula (p n q) V( p n q I` ~q) V(p n~p n q) v(p n~p n q n~q) V
(p n ~p n-.q) V(~p n q n~q) which ie equivalent to (p n q) V ( p n~p n~q) v(-~p n q n-~q) ~

14

The perspective on definability supplying the heuristics for the last theorems was the one that starts with the connectives and seeks for suitable
semantic constraints characterizing them, i.e the one mentioned first in the
introduction. The Fine~Blamey theorem was initiated by the other view on
definability: start with the condition and look for the connectivea defining
them. this constraint? Especially the latter perspective will be employed in
the rest of this section.
To start with, we recall another result presented in [van Benthem88].
Which set of connectives defines precisely the classically closed functions?
To this purpose we reconsider the weak negation (N) , attributed to Bochvar
who is supposed to have named it `external negation'.16 It is discussed in
[Fenstad e.a.87] and [Langholm88]; the latter calls it `exclusion negation';
yet another ( folk) name is `the Norwegian negation', for obvious reasons.
So ~ is clearly not monotonic, but it is classically closed, and ita addition
to the classical connectives guarantees functional completeness relative to
CCLOS:
Theorem 7 (Langholm~Van Benthem)
Every classically closed trivalent truth function can be described 6y a formula
using {~, n, N}.
Proof: "This ia an easy matter of recording the truth table as in the clasaical twovalued case" [van Benthem88]. Presumably the following ia intended in thia quote: the
determination of the f-valuea by i can be deacribed in a subformula encoding x and
f(x), i.e. the aubformula ie only non-aero for the interpretation correaponding to z. The
following truth tablea may help:
p

..,p

1
~
0

1
0
0

,..pn...~p

pn~p

0
1
0

0
~
0

~p
0
0
1

~pn~...p
0
0
0

Thua for any CCLOS function f its characteriatic formula X~ ia defined by:
i-n

Xl -v nxa'"
é i-1

I6But in fact the attribution of both (Urquhart8ó] and [Langholm88] ( possibly following
[Reacheró9]'s miaguidance) to Bochvar ia not entirely correct: [Bochvar39] gives a`formal
external denial' with the intention of formalizing óeing false and which produces a different
truth table, viz. one that has 0 when the formula ia undefined; it can be defined in the
[Fenstad e.a.87]-format by ~~ ~. The negation correaponding to ti is nameless, and copes
with the intuition of being not true.
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where

if x; - 1 and f(i) ~ 0
if x; -~ and f( i)- 1
ifx;- f(')
x -~1
ifx;-0and f(i)~0

if f(x) - o

The rest of the proof is straightforward: for all y" ~ i we have that [n~-i X~,;]a - 0 and

Inal Xe,~]e - f(i).
A complementary combination (with reapect to theorem 6) deals with the
superposition of conditions FREE f MON. The relevant chazacterization
can be simply formulated and proved:
Theorem 8 Every free monotonic trivalent truth f~unction can 6e descrióed
uaing { ~, n, ~} .
Proof: this can bc ehown by an adaption of Blsmey's proof, similar to our modification
of van Benthem's firet proof we used for theorem 8.

~

Although we have introduced the theorem on the basis of the second perspective sketched earlier, our choice of the stock of connectives is auch that
the first perspective would have led to the same result.
The last theorem has an interesting consequence. Instead of laborious
arguments showing (relative) functional completeness of some combination
of conditions by a set of connectives (and atoms), one might want a simple
and general test proving completeness, if so. There is some reason to doubt
the existence of such a simple test. To illustrate the point notice that the
Slupecki criterion fails: all unazy FREE functions aze also monotonic, hence
definable by ~, ~, ~ which operators are free and one of them is an essential
two-place function (~). Yet several binary free functions are not monotonic,
thus cannot be defined by these operators alone.
In retrospect we notice that 6 out of the 8 combinations of the conditiona
MON, CCLOS, FREE are described in terma of relative functional completeness theorems, leaving the combinations FREE and CCLOSfFREE open to
future research. Our concluding section will make cleaz that there is sense
in which this part of the enterprise is complete, though: the open problems
can only be resolved by introducing new connectives.
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4

Classes of four-valued functions

Again the story starts with a familiar result: the functional completeness
of ~4. And once more, the connectives occurring in the following theorem
are preferable since they also apply to certain conditions to be dealt with
in this section. The new connective involved here is the 0-place constant p
with interpretation 2 (overdefined). ~ is interpreted as 2 as before, and the
general truth tables for ~ and n can be found in section l. Finally we have
to supply the extension of the interpretation of ~ to the 4-valued case.

N

1

0

2

2

0

1

1

0

To motivate this table we notice that the basic intuition behind ~ is
that ~ cp is verified (supported) whenever ip is not, and that ti ~p is falsified
(rejected) when ip is verified.1e
Theorem 9 (Langholm)
Every quadrivalent truth function can 6e described using {~, n, ~t, ~, q}.
Proofs" We can employ the same technique as for theorem 7: Let
-~ ~ p; n ~~p;
~.p; n ~.~p;
~p;n~~~p;
~~p;n~~~p;

if x; - 1
if x; -~1
ifx;-0
ifx;-2

and
i-n
Xè - n Xd,i.

;-i
Finally
laI.e. formally: 0 C Q~ ~B p 1[- Q~~ and 1 C Q~ ~~ a 1~ Q~~. Notice that thia
extenaion is not diatrióutive, for this would have given Q~~(2) - 2.
17Recall that the functional completenesa of ~4 was already ehown in (Poat21]; only the
apecific choice of the connectivea is new. Where [Langholm88, p.2T~8] uaea a reduction
to clasaical models and [Muakena89, p.123] givea a nice inductive proof, we prefer a more
direct argument for expoaitory reasons. Instead of our ( monadic~ negation ~, [Muskens89]
has a ( dyadic) identity operation - to the effect that
x-y-

1

iffx-y

0

otherwiae

It is a rather trivial exercise to interdefine ~ and - modulo the othet operators.
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a iï f (xT) - 1 then ~p~,a - Xa
a if f( í~) -~ then ~pl,a - Xa n~
a if f( i) - 0 then ~p~,a -~r n q
a if f(i) - 2 then ~pl,a - Xa n q
and
W1 - v ~PJ,a.
a
Then if y" ~ z, [~p~,~]a - 0, and otherwise [~p~,aDa - f(i). 50 [~ytBa - f(i).

Many other equivalent systems can be given, and in fact we shall also
present a alightly more concise system, containing a new negationls (here
symbolized by 8) that also has independent value:

1

0 ~-

a 012 ~z
It is argued in [Thijsse90a] that this dual negation 8, despite its typical
4-valued appearance, gives a classical ring to the system, replacing the standard negation ~ while keeping the standard connectives ~ and V.ls Like
for (partial) ~, the law of double negation holds for 8; unlike ~ ez falso
and teriium non datur also hold for 8. In fact much of this can already be
understood once we notice the effect of 8 on the logical lattice (4, ~, V): it
is turned into a genuine Boolean Algeóra.
1
,

`

iá

2

However, addition of 8 to the standard connectives including ~ also has an
interesting effect:
1aIncidently, this operator euggested itself by a print error in [Belnap77, p.13], where the
truth table given for (our) ~ coincides with the one given here for 8, obviously conflicting
the intended monotonicity.
19In fact V can be eliminated as before, mutatis mutandia: ~p v~:- 8(8~p n 8~,).
Material implication can be introduced by ~p ~~i :- 8~p V~i; then the usual deduction
theorem holds for ~.
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Theorem 10
Every quadrivalent truth fttnction can be described using {~, n, ~t, 8}.
Proof~ this is corollary of the previous theorem and the fact that q and ~(and V of
course, as usual) can be defined in terms of ~, I~, ~, 8:

q

~~

-

-

e~

(,~ n ~) v (8~ n 8~)

To start with the proper subclasses of ~4i monotonicity is now a condition on functions f: 4n ---~ 4- {0, Z,1, 2}, where the functions have to
respect the extended approximation relation C. The graph of the approximation lattice (4, C) is repeated below:

2

0
Quite recently Reinhard Muskens 20 extended the Fine~Blamey monotonicZl
ity theorem to four-valued functions by incorporating the constant q.
Theorem 11 (Muskens)
The monotonic quadrivalent truth functions are definable 6y {~, n, ~, q}.
Thus far we have been able to find four-valued counterparts of theorems
for the three-valued case by simply adding an operator, viz. p. In general
there is no guarantee that such an approach will always succeed. In effect,
the addition of q to the connectives defining CCLOS will not do: q is not
classically closed itself.ZZ But fortunately another operator restores relative
completeness: the dual negation a introduced earlier in this section. One
way of transferring van Benthem's earlier result to the 4-valued case thus
becomes
Theorem 12 Every classically closed quadrivalent truth function can be
described 6y a formuda using {~, ~, ~, 8}.
~o Vide ( Muskens89, pp.46,124~5]; Muskens' proof resembles Blamey's (cf. theorem 4).
71Notice that T, though monotonic, is now redundant: T-~(~r n q).
~~For those who prefer a counter-example of non-zero-arity: e.g. p n b is not CCLOS.
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CCLOS. We can now proeeed ss in
Proof~t flrst notice thst the listed operstors respect
subformulas charscteristic for
theorem 7, i.e. for some given closed function f produce
tables: ~~
the
following
(i, f(i)). These subformulss are triggered by
p

Xlooo(p) ~NpnN,p

Xoioo(P) NpnN,p

Xo}~oo(P) p~,~p

Xosoo(p) tip~,8p

1

1

0

0

0

Xooio(p) ~pn,~~p
0

i
0
2

~
0
0

1
0

01

2
0

01

0

0

0

0

Xoooi(p) .,~pn,~-,p
0
p

Xooo~(P) 8pn,~p
0
p
p

Xooo~(p) -

Xoooo(p) -

,p~,~p
0
0
0

~P~,~P
0
0
0

~

2

~

p
1
1
~
0
2

0
1

following cases:
The conjuncts ryd,; are defined by distinguishiag the

o if f(i) - i then ~pr,i -

s if f(z') - ~ then ~pa,: -

if xi
~ x:
~ x:
~~:

Xiooo(p:)
Xoioo(p:)
Xooio(P:)
Xoooi(P:)
Xiooo(p:)
Xo~oo(P:)
Xooio(p:)
Xooo~(Pi)

-1
- ~
-~
- 2

if x: - 1
~ x~ - i
~x: - 0
~~~ - 2

s if f(i) - 0 then tp~,a - Xoooo(P:)

s if f(z) - 2 then ~pa,i -

if x:
~ x:
~ x:
if x;

Xiooo(p.)
Xo~oo(p:)
Xooio(p:)
Xooo~(Pi)

-

1
~
~
2

Now the formula corresponding to f is

~-vn~a.:.
:5,.

d

izi

first:
In order to check that [~p]a - f(z) we calculate [njzl ~p~,:~a
0 and so [ni ~p~,;D~ - 0;
o if y ~ x' there is an i such that y; ~ x; ~[rp~,;]~a ~ if y" - x' then
replaced by the shorter formulas
~~Note that Xlooo(p),Xooio(p) and Xoooo(p) might be
doing so to fascilitate the
p n~8p, -~p n 8p, p n 8p, respectively. We hsve refrained from
theorem
16.
next proof, but the slternatives will be used in
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- if f(x") - 1 (or 0) then by the definition of ~pa,;: ~rpa,;Da - 1(0) for all i, and
eo Qn~ ~pa,:Da - 1 (or 0, reapectively);
- if f(x') - ~ then by CCLOS there muat an i such that x; -~ or 2 and
,~ a - 1'
~,
furthermore Q~pa,;~a -~ or 1 for all i, and so Qn ; ~Pa;
- if f(i) - 2 then by a similar argument Qni ~pa,:~a - 2.
a

In all, Qh~ - Qn`~a,:~a - f(z).

This is in fact only one of the counterparts of the 3-valued CCLOStheorem: we can also take the other perspective on definability and start
with the set of connectives {~, n, N} and ask for the characteristic condition.
The condition CCLOS will not suffice for the 4-valued case: the connectives
~, ~ and ~ also obey the constraints expressed below.
3-CLOS f is closed w.r.t 3 - {0, Z,1} iff f [3n] C 3.
3-CLOS f is closed w.r.t 3 - {0,1, 2} iff f [3n] C 3.
GCLOS f is generally closed iff f is closed w.r.t 3 and 3.
Since 8 is CCLOS but does not obey to these forms of closure ( i.e. 8 is not
redundant in the last theorem) we know that these closure conditions are
different from CCLOS. On the other hand, since ~, ~ and ~ are in CCLOS,
we seek for a(set of) condition(s) properly extending CCLOS, which accords
with the choice of the strongest condition:
Proposition 4

GCLOS i~n,plies both 3-CLOS, and 3-CLOS, and CCLOS.

Proof: the firat two conjecturea follow directly from the definition of GCLOS and the last
a
one is also obvious, since f[2n] - f [Sn fl 3n] C f[3n] fl f [3n] C 3 fl 3- 2.

Theorem 13 Every generally closed quadrivalent truth function can be descrióed 6y a formula using {~, n, N}.
Proofs in fact it auffices to reinspect the proof of theorem 12. The only characteriatic
formulas using 8 were Xo~oo and Xooo ~- Both formulas can be omitted aince they fail to
be in GCLOS. The reat of the proof is atraightforward.

~

F`rom the same perspective we may try to capture the condition(s) for the
functions definable by means of {~, n, T}, transferring van Benthem's result
(theorem 5) to ~4. Notice that the combination of MON and CCLOS (or
21

is the
GCLOS, for that matter) doea not work anymore: one counterexample
monotonic and
function g auch that g(x) - 1 if x - 0, z, l and g(2) - 2; g ia
T,
aince
g doea not
terms
of
~,
n
and
clasaically closed, but not definable in
whereas
preaerve the esaential property of dualiaation ( introduced belowa4),
(compoaitions of) ~, n and T do.

DUAL f preservea dualization iff f(í~) - f(x) for all i.
i-(x1~...,Zn, if 2-(xlr...,xn'.
where 1- 1, 0-(), z- 2 , 2- Z, and

GCLO5
Now in effect the addition of DUAL to MON makes CCLOS and
redundant:
Proposition b

1. DUAL ~ CCLOS
2. MON f CCLOS ~ GCLOS
Proofí
that preaervea dualiaation
1. We give an indirect proof. Asaume that there ia an f E~~
that f(i) ~ 2. So x' - i
i
2n
auch
E
but ie not claasically cloaed; i.e. there ie an
and f(i) ~ f(z) which contradicta DUAL.
if x; ~ 1
3. So x C zf and by MON and CCLOS
ifx;-~
C 3. By a aimif(i) C f(zf ) E{0, 1}. Therefore f(i) E 3 and in general f [3n]
followa that
by
1
or
0)
it
alao
x
3n
E
lar argument ( replacing occurrencea of 2 in
~
Í[3~J C 3.

2. For any íY E 3n let z; -

z;
1

Theorem 14
those
The quadrivalent truth functions definaóle by ~, n and T are precisely
satisfying óoth MON and D UAL.
counterpart doea
Proof4 notice that the aimple idea to reduce this theorem to the trivalent
determined
by its behaviour
not work: not every f E~4 reapecting MON and DUAL ia
on 3~, witnesa the following function f:
~~ 1

;

0 ~ 2
2

1
i
s
1
2

2

2
2

~~[Viaser84, p.184] usee the notation i instead of our i, and calls f aelf duat - which
dualization.
term we reaerve for the occasion where f- f- when it preserves
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where f(2, ~)- f(~, 2) is atill open.
So we proceed more carefully; to thia purpose define the auxiliary formulas a~,; snd

p;
p; n ~p;
,p;
T

if y; - 1
if y; - ~
if y; - o
ify;-2

and f(y) - 1 or ~

~T

a~,; -

P:
T
~p:
T

if f(y~-oor2
ify;-1
ify;-~
ify;-0
ify;-2

~T

)

and f(y~ - 1 and y" E 3n U 3n
otherwiae

Now let a~ - n~ a~,;, p ~ - n~Q~,;, So -(V~a~) V(v~~iy,:). We will ahow thnt [~p]a f(x') by aeparating the different casea: (here the default index of Q-] ia i)
1. f(i) - 1. Coneider the following aubcasea:
~ if i E 3n U 3n then ~a,;] - 1 for all i, so ~a] - 1~~~p] - 1;
s if z ~ 3n U 3n then i containa both ~ and 2, eay x~ -~ and zw - 2. Now
[a~,;] - ~ or 1 for all i, and Qaaá] - ~, eo Qaa] -~. Moreover (for by
DUAL also f(x') - 1) Qaa,,~] - 2 and QaB~] - 2 or 1 for all i, ao ~a~] - 2.
Put together thia yielda Qrp] -~ V 2 V.. .- 1;
2. f(i) - ~ . By GCLOS ( proposition 5) there is a j auch that x~ -~ and so Qaa] -~.
We would like to ahow that for all y each of Qa~] and ~~] are either ~ or 0. We
give an indirect proof of this: aaaume there is an y' auch that either
~ Qa9] - 1 or 2, which impliea for arbitrary i: ~a~,;] - 1 or 2. So both
(a) f(y) - 1 or ~,and
(b) y; - x; - 1 or y; - x; - 0 or y; - 2 or x; - 2. In ahort y C x.
Thua (MON,2b) f(y~ C f(i) ~(DUAL,2a) 1, 2 C~, which ia a contradiction
(~).
a or: ~~] - 1 or 2~ for arbitrary i: ~~,;] - 1 or 2. So both
(c) f(y~ - 1 8t y E 3n U 3n, and
(d) (y;-18cx;-1,2)ory;-~or(y;-08tz;-0,2)ory;-2.
Again we treat two casea aeparately:
- y' E {0, ~, 1}n, i.e. y; ~ 2 for all i and by 2d above we obtain y" C i~
(MON) f(y~ C f(x') ~ (2c) 1 C z~.
- y' E {0,1, 2}n, i.e. y; ~ ~ for all i and by 2d: y C x" ~(MON,DUAL,2c)
1C~ ~.
In all aince Qad] -~, Qa~] - z, 0 and ~~] -; , 0 we obtain the desired Q~p] - z;
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3. f(i) - 0. Clesrly [~3a] - 0.
[p~] ~ 0. Thus either

Now suppose there is a y such that [aq] ~ 0 or

a[~y] ~ 0, so there ia no i such that [f3~,;] - 0, and moreover there is no pair
j, k such that [~~a] -~, and [(~y,w] - 2. This entails that
(a) f(y) - 1 8c y E 3~ U 3~, and
(b) y;-ldcx;~0,ory;-~,ory;-08cz;~l,ory;-2.

(c) either for sll i such thnt y; E {0,1} : x; ~~ or for the same i: x; ~ 2.
Then distinguish:
- g E{0, ~, 1}n, i.e. y; ;~ 2 for all i and by 3b and 3c we obtain y C i or
y" C z' ~(MON,DUAL,3a) 1 C 0 Z.
- y E{0,1, 2}A, i.e. y; ~~ for all í and by a similar argument: z C y" or
iCy~OCl ~.
a[fi~] - 0 and [aí] ~ 0. This implies that [a~,;] is non-aero and does not
take the values ~ and 2 for different i. So f( y') - ~ or 1 ~ f(z) ~ f(y) ~
(MON) z ~ y" ~ for some k : xw ~ yw, and therefore xw ~~, which leavea us
with the following possiblities:
- zr - 0~ yi -~, 1, but then [ay,k] - 0. ~
xr - 1 ~ vr - ~,0 and [a~,k] - 0- ~
- xr-2~y~ ~2,[a~,w]-2. Soforalli[ay,;]-1or2,i.e.

(y;-1

8cx;-1,2)or(y;-~ 8cx; -2)or(y;-08cx;-0,2)ory;-2. So

z~y~o~f(rï)l.
The joined effect is that in this case [~p] - 0;
4. f(z) - 2 Since f E DUAL we know that f(i) -~. By csse 2 we obtain that
(~p]á -~. Alao, since T, ~ and n preserve dualisation, we can easily prove by
a
induction that [~p]á - [~p]e. Therefore [~p]i - [~p]á - ~ - 2.

This immediately suggests a closely related result characterizing the basic
connectives ~ and ~.
Theorem 15
The quadrivalent truth functions definable 6y ~ and n a~ preciaely those
satisfying the combination of conditions MON, DUAL and FREE.
Proof: referring to the previous proof, turn the full definitions of a~,; and Q~,; into partial
ones by dropping the cases T and ~T. The formula ~p cannot be void, since f(~)- ~, so
a at least contains the disjunct n~(p; n~p;).

a

Given the crucial effect of DUAL we may wonder which connectives
chazacterize this condition alone. The following elegant result expresses
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that some simple operators, familiar by now, manage to do so. The proof is
not entirely trivial, though.
Theorem 16

Every dual quadrivalent truth function can be described 6y a formula using
{,, n, 8}.
Proofs To get an idea of the problema involved we firat coneider the two-place function
in DUAL characterised by the matrix
1
0
0
0
0

;
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0

2
0
1
0
0

Though the unary function which geta value 1 for argumenta ~ and 2 and has aa much seroi
can be characterised by the given connectivea,
valueas ea posaible, i.e.
0
1
0 1~
this doea not help: the product of two auch unary functiona will reault in the wrong matrix
1
0
0
0
0

~
0
1
0
1

0
0
0
0
0

2
0
1
0
1

Therefore, we employ a different atrategy: `aplit' the initial matrix into the pair
1
0
0
0
0

;
0
0
0
2

0
0
0
0
0

2
0
~
0
0

1
0
0
0
0

;
0
0
0
~

0
0
0
0
0

2
0
2 ,
0
0

and notice the given matrix ia the aum of latter. Moreover, the latter matricea can be
conaidered the two producta of the matricea corresponding to the functiona
1
0

1
~

0
0

2
2

1
0

1
2

0
0

2
~

So we atart with a number of auitable ahort expresaiona that are `moat specific' in a
sense that ia hopefully clear now:
P
1
~
0
2

Pn~BP
1
0
0
0

Pn~p
0
~
0
2

~pn8p
0
0
1
0
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8pn~8p
0
2
0
~

pn8p
0
0
0
0

By meana of theae expresaiona we define, for any mapping f that preservea dualiaation, a
charscteriatic formula p that maximallq exploita DUAL:

~PY.i -

p:n~BPi
p; I` ~pi
~p: I` 8pi
gp:n~8p:
p: I~ 8p:

ifv:-1
if y: - j
if yi - ~
ify:-Z

}

and f ( y") - ~ or 1
if f(y~-0or2

A :-,.
~ - V y I1:-1 ~id

A ~-n
To ahow that [~p]r - f(ï) we atart with a useful observation (where [~p~]d - „ial

~1Y.i)'

obaervation F~om the truth tables and definitiona it ahows that if f(y' - ; or 1, then
[~py] -~ or 1 in case y- ï, and [~p~] - 1 or 2 in caee y" - z"; in all other caaea
[~f] - 0.
Once agsin we trest the different values of f(íT) separstely:
1. if f(ï) - 1 there are two aubcaeea:
(a) ï E 2n ~[rQd.;] - 1 for all i~[~t] - 1~[~P] - li
(b) if z" ~ 2n then for aome j: x~ ~ 2, so [~pd,~] -~ and [toáá] - 2, whereas
for other i(cf. the obaervation) [rya,;] - ~ or 1, and [~p~;] - 2 or 1, and
therefore [~pd] - ~ and [~p~] - 2. So in thia case too [~p] -~ v 2 v.~.- 1;
2. f(ï) - 1. By proposition 5 f E CCLOS, thus ï~ 2n. From caae lb we know that
[~pe] -~ and moreover for any other y: [~p~] - 0, ~ for auppose on the contrary
thst there ia a y~ ï auch that [~p~] - 1 or 2, then, witneas the obaervation above,
f(y) -~ or 1 and y"- ï, and therefore (DUAL) f(y~ - 2~. So [rp] -~;
3. f(ï) - 0. Suppose there ia a y auch thst [~p~] ~E 0. Thua the obaervstion tella ua
thst f(y') -~ or 1, snd y" - ï or y" - ï, and so (by DUAL) f(y) - 0 anyway. ~
4. f(ï) - 2 Since f E DUAL, f(ï) -~. By caae 2 we obtain that [~p]á -~. Alao,
since 8, ~ and n preaerve dualisation, it followa by induction that [~p]s -[~y]~ i~ -Z
0

We close this section with a conjecture and an open question.
Co~jecture 2

GCLOS -F DUAL is expressible by {~, ~, !},
where ! is defined by:

0
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0

0

query Which connectives characterize MON -F CCLOS ?
Notice that the combination MON ~ GCLOS would amount to the same.
In fact it is not so difficult to formulate more such questions, assuming the
conditions stated in this paper. Especially the condition FREE is still extremely indeterminate in this respect: in isolation, or combined with MON,
CCLOS, GCLOS, DUAL, MONfCCL05, or GCLOS~DUAL, its syntactic
characterization on ~4 is still unknown. This illustrates that our story of
completeness of partial functions is not yet complete ( which may be impossible anyway). However, we feel that at least some obvious combinations
of some obvious conditions have been characterized by some sets of obvious connectives in (relative) functional completeness theorems, which will
presumably benifit to other research in this area.
Before our final conclusion, we wish to deal with a phenomenon related
to the conditions: the size of the class of functions they single out. This will
be the subject of the next, rather tentative section.
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5

Relative strength of conditions:
remarks

preliminary

Probably one of the best ways to compare the strength of conditions is to
meaaure the size of the class of functions of fixed arity fulfilling the requirement. E.g., there are 416 ~ 4.3 ' 109 binary quadrivalent functions, of which
416 ti 1.1 ' 109 are free, 414 ~ 2.7 ' 108 ate classically closed, 4s - 65 536
preserve dualization and 28 224 are monotonic. Also the numerical effect of
combinations of conditions can be interesting, for such conditions can act
independently, reinforce or weaken each other. Still for 4-valued two-place
functions, 413 - 67108864 ~ 6.7' 107 are free and classically closed, no more
than 168 reapect MON -f DUAL, almost all of which ( 166) are also free.
Instead of calculating through every different case, we would like to have
a general formula for each combination of conditions, or at least provide an
upper and lower bound. For any combination of conditions C, the number
of n-ary k-valued functions fulfilling C~vill be denoted by ~ Ckn) ~. Here are
some easy results that need little comment:
Proposition 6

1. ~~3")~ - 33" and ~~4")~ - 44";
2. ~FREE3n)~ - 33"-1 and ~FREE4n)~ - 44"`~;
3. ~CCLOS3n)~ - 2~" ' 3(3"-z") and ~CCLOS;~)~ - 2~" ' 4(4"-Z") - 4(4"-a"-')',
33" , 4(4"-s");
.~. ~3-CLOS4n)~ - ~3-CLOSq")~ Jr.

IGCLOS4n)I - 4(4R-~ 3n}3 ~"-') . g(3"-a");

6. ~CCLOSnFREE3n)~ - 2~"'3(3"-~"-1) and ~CCLOSnFREE4")~ - 4(4"-~n-'-1)
if n 1 0; ~CCLOS n FREE3o)~ - ~CCLOS n FREE4o)~ - 0;
33"-1 ' 4(4"-3") and ~3-CLOS n FREE4n)~ - 33"
7. ~3-CLOS n FREE4n)~ 4(4n-3~-1) ~n ~ O); ~3-CLOS n FR.EE4o)~ - O;
8. ~GCLOSnFR.EE4")~ - 4(4"-a'3"f3'an-1)'9(3"-Z"-~) if n~ 0; else ~GCLOSn
FREE4o)~ - 0.
Prootk almost straightforward from the definitions; e.g. the calculation for GCLOS rests
on a psrtition of the argument apace 4" into groups which can get the same values: for
srguments i in 2~ all and only values in 2-{0,1} qualify; for arguments in 3n - 2n all
aad only values in 3-{0, ~, 1}; for 3n - 2n in 3-{0, 1, 2} and finally for 4n -(3n U 3n) in
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4-{0, ~,1, 2}. Counting numbera of these independent choicea produce the totsl number:
Z~" . 3s"-~" . 3~n-~ry . 4~"-~~~"t~n - 4(~"-~~snt~.~n-') . g(a~-~n).
a

Especially interesting ia the behaviour of MON and DUAL. For k- 3
[Blamey8ó] givea some numbers: ~MON3o)~ - 3, ~MON31)) - 11, ~MON3a)I 197, and (calculated by A. W. Roscoe) ~MON33)~ - 129 615, ~MON34)I 430 904 428 ?17 .:. 4.3 . 1011. So far nobody has been able to give an explicit
formula predicting this sequence. We do not have a solution for this problem,
but we do have a formula relating the case for k- 4 to a well-known unaolved
mathematical puzzle. Let On be the number of monotonically increasing
generalized quantifiera on the domain {1, ..., n}, the `Dedekind number' of
n. 26 Then the problem for ~MON4n) ~ can be reduced to Dedekind's problem
witneas the next result, where MON is also compared and related to DUAL:
Propoeition 7

1. ~MON4n)~ - ( Ozn)z
2. ~DUAL4n)~ - 24"
3. ~MON n DUAL4n)~ - OZn
4. ~DUAL n FREE4n)~ - 24n-z,
5. .~MON n DUAL n FREE4n)~ - OZn - 2;
6. ~DUAL n GCLOS4n)~ - ~DUAL n 3-CLOS4n)~ - ~DUAL n 3-CLOS4n)I
3(3n-Zn) . 4(4n-2.3nf3.2n-1) .
r

7. ~DUAL n GO~S n FREE4n)~ - 3(3"-z"-1) , 4(4"-a'3"t3'a"-').
Proof:
1. The lattice (4n, C) ia iaomorphic to the lattice (p({o, 1} x{1, ... , n}), C) aince any
z' E{0, ~, 1, 2} correaponda to the aet
5,~-{(a,i) ~a-0,18c 1 CiGnBcaCx;}.
It ia easy to see that thia correapondence ia one-to-one (e.g. that it ia onto followa
from building up co-ordinate x; by conaideration of inemberahip of the underlying
truth valuea, combined with i) and preservea the partial order. Moreover, every
monotonic function f : 4n -~ 4 can be encoded in two independent monotonic
aubaeta of p({0, 1} x{1,...,n}), or rather their characteristic functiona fo and fl
defined by f;(S~) - 1 q i C f(i).
~6A generalised quantifiera Q on { 1, ..., n} ia a aubaet of p{ 1, ..., n}. Q is monotonically
increaaing iff A C B 8a A E Q~ B E Q. cf. [Thi,jsae85] for báckground and explanation.
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2. ~DUAL;~1~ - ?ir" .4(~"-~")~~ - T,~".
3. Using the proof of 1, thia is a straightforward consequence of the fact that f ia now
determiaed by just one of fo and fl, witness the equivalences:
fo(Sr) - 1 q 0 C f(i) q 1~ f(i) q 1 ~ f(i) q fi(S~) - 0.
4. ~DUAL n FREE,"1~ - 2'" . 4i'x-'x-'1~' - 2'"-'.
5. Notice that, different from the previous case, only two functions are eliminated by
superimposíng FREE on MONfDUAL: by the entailed GCLOS only the valuee 0,
~ and 1 are permitted on ~; for value 1(or, aimilarly, 0) wt aLo have (DUAL) 1
(0, resp.) on 2, and by monotonicity we hsve that the function ia conetantly 1(0).
~

6. snd 7. Cf. the previous proposition.

The theorem immediately provides some values: ~MON4o1~ - 4, ~MON41)I
36, ~MON4a1~ - 168~ - 28 224 and ~MON431~ - 7 828 354z N 6.1 - 1013 (the
lOle)
last may seem much, but is still less than e.g. ~DUAL43~~ - 284 ti 1.8.
Yet a general expression in terms of standard arithmetical operations is not
known for ~n. Although this relation to an interesting open problem may be
considered theoretically satisfying, for the purpose of this section it is more
important to estimate the number of quadrivalent monotonic functions than
to assesa their precise amount. Using well-known results about the Dedekind
number, we arrive at the following approximations:ae
Proposition 8
1. 4` T`~ )~ IMON4n~ I C 9 l an 1

2. 2` Zn ~ C ~MON rl DUAL4n~ ~ C 3` zn 1
So for the 4-valued case the strength of the single conditions is ordered
as follows:

MON ~~ DUAL ~ GCLOS 1 3-CLOS ~ CCLOS ) FREE ~ no condition
Although we have presented a considerable number of counting results in
this section, the picture is not yet complete. Given the problems caused by
~aA further ( rough) appro~cimation is ( Zn 1: ~. The absolute deviation of this

` n J

approximation increases, but the relative one decreases for big n.
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the condition FREE with respect to definability, its numerical effect is often
surprisingly easy: either the count function is known, or reducible to a combination not containing FREE, e.g. ~MON n FREE3n~ ~- ~MON3n~ ~- 2 and
e.g. ~MON n CCLOS n FREE3"~~ - ~MON n CCLOS3n~~ - 2. The exceptions
to this rule are ~MON n FREE4n~~ and (MON n CCLOS n FREE4n~~. Like
for quadrivalent definability the effect of MON~CCLOS is unknown, even
for trivalent truth functions. Generally speaking it is monotonicity which
is troublesome in this respect, because of its global ( propagating) effect on
truth functions. Some other generalities will be found in the concluding
section.
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6

Conclusion and discussion

In this paper a number of conditions on (3- and 4-valued) truth functions
have been discussed in relation to certain connectives. Several combinations
of conditions have been shown to correspond to groups of operators. This, of
course, raises the question of the snccess of this enterprise. Moreover, since
there is no way in which we could deal with every possible condition and
connective unless in such general terms as in proposition 3, we may wonder
whether we really have treated the most evident and interesting ones.
To start with the latter question, we believe that, apart from intuition,
this can only established by comparison to ezisting literature in the field.
Throughout the paper we noticed the use of conditions by other authors, e.g.
MON (Fine, Blamey), CCLOS (van Benthem, Langholm), DUAL (Visser).
But in fact some other conditions have been proposed as well, and this seems
to be the proper place to treat them.
In a modal setting, [Humberstone8l] suggests the condition of refinability
(besides MON) to the effect that indeterminacies should be removable:
REF If [p]' - s then there ezist a', a" such that a C a', a C a", [p]'~ - 1
„
and [p]' - 0.
This condition may be motivated by what Langholm calls determinabilitya7:
a gap means insufficient data or facts. 1~ansfened to our eztensional semantics REF is the condition reaolution discussed in [Veltman87].Zs
RES f is resolute if f(i) - 2 implies there ezist ~, í~ ~ i such that f(y~ - 1
and f(z~-0.
Veltman notices that the
ing standard connectives.
tributivity: MON f RES
specifically, we obtain the

condition is only proper for certain f, interpretIn fact we may relate resolution directly to disare equivalent to DISTR, modulo CCLOS. More
following

~~At least this is a~vay to interpret the relevant remark in the introduction of
[Langho1m88, p.3]; later on [Langholm88, p.18] the technical sppearance of the condition is that of CCLOS.
~~In his account of `supertruth' (cf. vaa Fraaasen's supervalustions~ [FineT5, p.278~9]
also diacussea a conditioa called `reaolution' rvhich however is completely equivalent to
Humberatone's REF, modulo monotonicity.
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Proposition 9

1. DISTR ~ MON
2. MON f RES ~ DISTR
3. RES ~ CCLOS
4. DISTR f CCLOS ~ RES
Proof: ( omitted)

So proposition 1 and theorem 2 tell us that resolution does not determine a
closed class, and therefore the class of resolute functions is not definable.
Although DISTR and related conditions have thus been shown to be improper for the purpose of definability, we noticed that they can be used for
the proper extension of the classical truth tables for ~, n and so on, to their
3- and 4-valued counterparts. Reinspection of the tables in section 1 shows
that at least DISTR is crucial in this respect since e.g. MON, FREE, GCLOS, DUAL do not manage to generate these `strong Kleene' and `Kleenex'
interpretations of the standard connectives.
Also we might consider other connectives than the ones we have been
concentrating on. Again, without appeal to `intrinsic naturalness', we can
but inspect existing proposals. In fact we have to restrict ourselves to only
some proposals, since on this side possibilities abound.
The first alternative concerns [Lukasiewicz20]'s system ~3 which extends
the standard system {~, n} with the stronger implication H(see the following truth table). This is proper extension of the standard system since ~-. is
neither monotonic nor free and hence not definable by ~, ~. However, H is
classically closed, and so in expressive force L3 is a subsystem of {~, n, ~}.29
In fact the converse holds too, because of Np - p F-. ~p. So L3 just appears
to be another way to define the class CCLOS! A simila,r result holds for the
even stronger implication ~ which is interdefinable w.r.t. ~, modulo ~, n:
p F-.-. q--,(~ ..,P n~9~ and ~P - P f-'--' ~(P ~-' P).
w
~

1

21

0

F--~~

H

T
1

á
0

1
1

á
0

1

1

~
á
1

0
1

1

á
1

á
0

1

1

1

1

á
0

~9Yet í.ukasiewica noticed that n is redundant: p n q-~((q H p) r-. ~q).
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At least one other proposal deserves mentioning: the Bochvar~weak
Kleene interpretations of the usual connectives, represented in the table
by the implication ~, which differ from their usual (`strong Kleene') counterpazts by getting the value s in each row and column headed by z. Of
course the `weak' tables still satisfy MON, CCLOS and FR.EE, so it follows
by theorem 6 that these new connectives can all can be defined in terms of
~, n(in their strong interpretationa, of course).~ Here the converse does
not hold: ~ is not definable by e.g. ~ and ~. This is a straightforwazd
consequence of the fact that the weak connectives semantically map 3n - 2n
onto á. In fact a suitable amendation of this condition (e.g. " f is a pro jection or maps non-classical azguments to á") presumably describes the weak
Kleene system.
With regazds to the other question, we noticed already that the picture is
by no means complete. Out of the 8 possible combinations for the trivalent
conditions MON, CCLOS and FREE 6 have been shown definable by sets of
connectives and only 4 have been described by counting results. We display
these features in a number of diagrams (a condition is abbreviated into its
first letter).
Figure 1: Combined conditions for ~3
MCF

However, if we take the classical connectives ~ and A to be a fiaed kernel
(as we have done before), the 8 possible combinations with ~, T and ti are
describable by MON, CCLOS and FREE. How can this be? The simple
reason is that T can be defined by ~.., so there aze two redundancies in the
general scheme.
~oE.g. the tsble for ~veak conjunction is obtained by the formuls (pnq)v(pn~p)v(qn~q),
cf. [Langholm88, p.20].
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Figure 2: Characterization of connectives in ~3
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For the quadrivalent case definability seems more complicated. First
notice that MON, DUAL, GCLOS, CCLOS and FREE do not present 32
extensionally different subsets, since propositions 4 and 5 tell us that certain
combinations can be identified: only 16 survive.31 So far 7 out of these 16
combinations have been covered by definability results.
Figure 3: Combined conditions for fi4
MDF

Again, combining connectives ~, q, T, ~. and 8 in addition to ~ and n
improves the situation: removing redundancies 7 out of 13 different systems
are definable by the stated conditions.
J1Perhapa this number might auggeat a redefinition of coaditiona in auch a way that
every clasa is a combination out of 4 independent and fixed conditiona. Inapection of
figure 3 ahows that the inclusion pattern excludea this posaibility.
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In fact addition of 3-CLOS may give at least one more result:
Conjecture 3 MON4 -F 9-CLOS ~- FREE ia definable by {~, ~, n}
But fortunately, counting appears to be easier for quadrivalent functions:
only 3 out of the 16 combinations of conditions given above are still open.

Figure 4: Characterisation of connectives in ~4
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Despite this incompleteness we conclude that many relevant results have
been added to the knowledge of the sub ject. One can also imagine several
applications of relative definability. Of course the selection of a proper set
of connectives is now feasible. Moreover, we can answer many questions of
type: Is connective co definable by cl, ..., c„? We do not have to go through
intricate syntactic arguments, especially in the case of a negative answer.
E.g., it now immediately follows that ~. is not definable by ~, n and 8, since
the latter all preserve duality whereas the former does not.
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A

Sheffer functions for partial systems?

The defining connectives used in this paper were motivated by invokation of
the notion of `naturalness'. Yet in some cases the characterizing set of connectives was not unique: even when redundancies are removed ~4 appeared
to be definable by two different systems, {~, n, ~, ~, q} and {~, n, ~, 8}, and
CCLOS3 likewiae by both {~, n, N} and {~, r-~}. Since in each case one system is smaller than the other an optimalization queation emerges: can the
condition(s) under inspection be defined by a single connective (a so-called
Sheffer stroke)? We omit the obvious definition of a(generalized) Sheffer
stroke for closed classes (its interpretation being what is usually called a
Sheffer function3a)
Classical two-valued logic, semantically ~a, can be defined by either the
`Quine dagger' t or its dua1, the (classical) Sheffer atroke ~:
t
1
0

1
0
0

0
0
1

~
1
0

By the heuristics of distributivity these tables generalize to the 3- and
4-valued case (the 3-valued part is located in the upper left hand corner):
1

z

~-12

0
0

~
0

1
2

0 0 0
0 1 1 0
's

2
2

2

1

Since the standard classical connectivea ~ and n can be defined recursively
by e.g. ~~p - ~pt~p and ~p n ~(i - ~ipt~tli, also for trivalent and quadrivalent
functions, some Sheffer-type definability results follow ( from theorems 6 and
15):
Theorem 17

1. MON n CCLOS f1 FREE3 is defined by (9-valuedi t
2. MON fl DUAL fl FREE4 is defined by (4-valued~ t
It is well-known that the whole apaces ~3 and ~4 can also be defined by
single connectives (in fact no less than 3774 of the 19683 2-place 3-valued
~~Many authora uae the phraae `Sheffer function' for the connective as well.
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functione are Sheffer). The actual strokee given here derive from Post's
connectivee (cf. note 8) by a strategy that alao appliea to the last case:
given a(negation-like) unary operator a and a(conjunction-like) binary
connective 6, a can be built into 6 by putting p~q - a p b a q- i.e. the new
connector with juet this truth table may very well be Sheffer. For ~3 and
~4 this method provides us the powerful connectives ~g and ~4;33
I3

1
i
á
0
0

a
2

a
á

z
1

Theorem 18 ~3 ia defined by ~3i ~a ia defined by ~4.
Proofi the strategy indicated in the preceding paragrsph almost immediately
produces
the relevsnt argument: let ~;~p - ~I;(~ and ~n;t~ - ~~-lt~l;~i-l~j (
where e.g. ~~ - ~~~5).

Completeaeas thua becomes reducible to Post's theorem.

~

So the syatems at the top and bottom of our overview lattices ( cf. aection 6 are Sheffer. How about the intermediate systems? Are they all
definable by a single connective, as one would suppoae from extrapolating
abeolute functional completeness? At leaat from the perspective of `clasaical'
multi-valued logic the answer may be surpriaing.
Theorem 19 The following clasaes are not definable by a Shefi`'er atroke:
1. MON3

2. MON n CCLOS3
3. MON4
~. MON n CCLOS4
5. MON n DUAL4
Proof: MON~ snd MON n CCLOS~ sre not definable by a aingle n-place
connective with
truth function f. For suppoae they were. Then f haa to be free, since
otherwiae f- ln
or - 0,. by MON and e.g. the truth function of ~ would not be definable. But
if f ia free
~~To implement this strategy we hsve to impose a linear order on 4; we have
chosen
0 C 3 C 2 C 1 to keep as close as possible to the Kleenex interpretation of n(only
differing
on 2 n~-~ n 2- ~, instesd of 0). Yet the cyclical negation ia verq unlike the
atandard
negstion.
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it cannot provide the truth function of T and 1, which however is a member of these two
claesea.

MON4i MON n CCLOS~ and MON f1 DUAL4 are ahown not to be Sheffer by aimilar
argumenta ( now ií f( i)~ 3 we have that either for every i: f(i) - 1 or 2, or for every
i: f(i) - 0 or 2, both cases making ~ indefinsble).
~
A natural reaction towards the last theorem may be to think that all intermediate systems are not Sheffer. But then again this is an illusion. To
destroy this hope we introduce the following classically closed connective:

0
1
i
á
0

1
0
0
0

2
0
0
á

0
0
á1
1

Theorem 20 CCLOS3 is deftned by Oc :
Proofs let 1-(pOP)O((POP)O(POP)), ~~V - W~1 and rp f-. ~i -~(~ipQ~i), Since
CCLOS~ syntactically amounts to L~ (defined by ~ and ~--., cf. section 6), thie provea the
relative functional completeness of cQ.
~

This is not simply a clean exception to a rule: the combined conditions
of freedom and monotonicity also allow for a single defining connective:
Theorem 21 MON fl FREE3 is definable by a(ternary~ She,~`er stroke.
Proofi To eimulate the three defining connectivea ,~, ~ and I` within one, we conaider a
3-place Sheffer atroke ( in prefix format) to the effect that: (- triggers sameneaa of truth
values)
~P9r - ~P n ~4 n (~r V ,t)
Now reatarting with ~, one can define the connectives relevsnt for this claas recursively by:
~~p - ~~p~p~p (for ~-~, n(r~i V,r), ~p n~i - ~~~p~~~~, ( same motivation), and lsst but not
leaat ~r - ~(~P~PP)(~P~PP)~(~P~PP). By this reduction the reault followa from theorem 8. ~

This result in fact may generate another optimalization question: can
the class under consideration be defined by a binary Sheffer stroke (or even:
is there always a binary connective defining a ShefFer aystem)? I suspect the
answers to these questions to be negative, but I do not yet h~ve a proof.
Can we find similar `intermediate' definability in the 4-valued case? Here
is an exemplary result.
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Theorem 22 DUAL4 is definable by a single connective.
Proofi We introduce a connective I preserving dualiaation:

I

1
1
~
0 0
0 0
0 2
0 2

Then the following definitioas provide the sppropriste reduction ( to theorem 16):

1- (PIP)I((PIP)I(PIP)), ,w - ,vll, ew - ll~ and w n ~ - ,wlg~b.

Thia still leavea many queationa for future research. In fact the following
propoaition would be a corollary of claim 2, if that holds.
Co~jecture 4 GCLOS f DUAL is expresaible by a She,~`'er stroke.
Proofs Define ( by:
I
1
3
0
2

Neact let ,,~ - ~vII(PIP)I((PIP)I(PIP))],
claim reduces to claim 2.

1
0
0
0
0

'
0
0
3
1

0
0
;
1
2

2
0
1
2
0

'~o - ,~vl~w and ~ n ,~ - (~I,~e)I,~. Then this
~
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